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MINUTES OF MEETING OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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The Veronica M. Driscoll Center for Nursing
Guilderland, New York

-•.

:u~-nfrES OF l/7 /83 MEETING

Vl..U.•

THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

,:•.
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~IDTION

IX.

Martha Orr moved acceptance of the minutes of the 1/7/83 :meeting •
Seconded. Carried.

REPORT OF EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
A.

April 21-22, 1983

Staf'f Matters
Dr. Welch announced:

Susan J. Fraley, President

PRESIDING:

CALL TO ORDER:

1:05 PM

Attendance

3/4/83

2)

Maternity leave of absence from 4/18/83 through 8/12/83 of Jessie M. Colin,
Senior Nursing Representative. Region IV, E&GW Program;
Marriage of William Norman and Diane Tomel, Nursing Representatives,
Region II, E&GW Program.

3)

Officers and Diraeotors at Ul!'fl.!!...
Susan J. Fraley, President

B.

Cecilia F. Mulvey, President-elect
Juanita K. Hunter, Vice President
Sister Patricia Ann Bailey, Treasurer
Paulann Andrews, Director at Large
William F. Greiner, Director at Large
Kathleen M. Nokes, Director at Large
Veronica O'Day, Director at Large
Martha Lane Orr, Director at Large
Bonnie Perratto, Director at Large
R.1.ta Reis Wieczorek, D1rector at Large
N. Margaret Wineman, Director at Large

Staff

Cathryne A. Welch, Executive Director
Jane Fielding, Deputy Director, Program
Catherine Leach, Deputy Director, Administration
Sister Marie Celeste Allen, Director, Nursing Practice and Services Program
Patricia M. Arcuri, Director, Organization Services
Beth Eckler, Interim Associate Director, Nursing Education Program
Leslie R. Grosser, Associate Director, Nursing Practice and Services Program
Kathleen Hoover, Director, Economic and General Welfare Program
Josephine LaLima, Director, Nursing Education Program
Janet P. Mance, Director, Legislative Program
Rosemary Sheridan, Director, Communications and Publications
Christine L. Tofflemire, Associate Director, Legislative Program
Barbara L. Van Nortwick, Director, Library
Wendy H. Burbank, Administrative Assistant

resignation of Barbara O'Boyle, Nursing "Representative, Region

III, E&GY Program;

ResoZution Autho-zoizing Bank

A<!!~owrt

Dr. Welch explained that, according to a recent ruling by the Internal
Revenue Service, utilization of monies of welfare plans administered by
collective bargaining representacives or their agents for malpractice
insurance coverage is prohibited. This requires 1DOdificacion of current
procedures in Association-negotiated benefit plans in private and public
sectors. In the private sector, employers have agreed to remit malpractice
premiums directly to insurance carriers. Because this cannot be arranged
with the City of New York, it is necessary t:o est:ablish a "clearing account"
which will provide for direct routing of the malpractice premium to the
carrier upon Association receipt of the previously negotiated benefit
contribution. Bank regulations require Board of Director authorization of
the account via adoption of a depository account resolution.

Absent Arnoline Jones, Secretary

MJTION

Sister Patricia Ann Bailey moved the Board of Directors aaopt the

Key Bank, N.A. , Depository Account Resolution establishing the New

York State Nurses Association Clearing Fund for transmittal of
malpractice insurance premiums for NYSNA Welfare Plan participants.
Seconded. Carried,

c. Corrimmiaations/Pubticatione

and I'uhUc ReZations

Rosemary Sheridan called attent1on to the written report, noting t:he Widely
disseminated press release publicizing New York State Nurses' Week May 6-12,
1983. Dr. Welch will summarize planned acti~ity for the week later during
the meeting.
X.

Guests

MEMBERSHIP

Ms. Leach directed attention to month-end January, February and March 1983 membership figures, noting March 1983 membership enrollment of 27,864, an increase of
230 over February 1983 and an increase of 147 over March 1982.

*State Board for Nursing Representatives:
Margaret Sovie, Chairman

Barbara Weiss-Bianco, Vice Chairman
Mildred s. Schmidt, Executive Secretary

XI.

<1:Jsei.-oez-s

Students, State University of New York at Stony Brook:
Elizabet:h Gallagher

Patricia Hebron

PLAHNING AND RESEARCH

A.

Council on Nzatsirz.g Resea:rah
Dr. Fielding directed attention to t:be written report.

-Jrpresent for brief portion of meeting on 4/21 for report of 4/21/83 Meeting of

Executive Committees of NYSNA and State Board for Nursing

1)

•

Tbe Board noted

Council submission of the Isabel Hampton Robb nom1oation for the National

Women's Hall of Fame.

l
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:.-u.NUTES OF 1/7 /83 MEETING

APPOINTMENT OF SECRETARY PRO TEMPORE

President Fraley requested Director at Large Rita Wieczorek serve as Secretary

MOTION Martha Orr moved acceptance of the minutes of the 1/7/83 meeting.

Pro Tempore in the absence of Secretary Arnoline Jones.
II.

Seconded.

IX.

INTRODUCTIONS

On

behalf of the Board of Directors, President Fraley welcomed: State Board for

observers exchanged introductions.
Ill.

1)

4/21/83 MEETlNG OF EXECUfIVE COMMITTEES OF NYSNA AND STATE BOARD FOR NURSING

2)

3)

B.

STATUS OF ACTION ON DISCIPLINARY COMPLAINT RECEIVED 11/16/82

M:>TION

Dr. Welch reported that Justice David Edwards issued a decision on April 8, 1983
extending the ten.porary restraining order against Association conduct of
disciplinary hearings pending a Court hearing on the matter. Association options
at this juncture are to appeal this decision or await scheduling of the Court
hearing. On January 8 legal counsel recommended appeal in the event of Judge
Edwards' continuation of restraint. Legal counsel continues to recommend appeal
as the most probable means of obtaining an informed decision on the merits and
legal issues of this matter. The Board concurred that appeal of the April 8
decision should be initiated.
ANNOUNCEMENT

c.

AGENDA

Ms. Fraley added item IJ25 to the agenda: Appointment of Trustee, NYSNA Welfare
Flan for New York City Employed Registered Nurses.

Sister Patricia Ann Bailey moved the Board of Directors adopt the
Key Bank, N.A., Depository Account Resolution establishing the New
York State Nurses Association Clearing Fund for transmittal of
malpractice insurance premiums for NYSNA Welfare Plan participants.
Sec011ded. Carried.

Cormrunications/Pub'lica:tions and Public Relations
Rosemary Sheridan called attention to the written report:,. noting the widely
disseminated press release publicizing New York State Nurses' Week. May 6-12,
1983. Dr. Welch will summarize planned activity for the week. later during
the meeting.

X.

President Fraley announced Vice President Juanita Hunter's recent completion of
doctoral studies and imminent receipt of degree. The Board extended enthusiastic
congratulations to Mrs. Hunter on this achievement.
VII.

ResoZution Authol'izing Bank Account
Revenue Service, utilization of monies of welfare plans admini~tered by
collective bargaining representatives or their agents for malpractice
insurance coverage is prohibited. This requires modification of current
procedures in Association-negotiated benefit plans in private and public
sectors. In the private sector, employers have agreed to remit malpractic~
premiums directly to insurance carriers. Because this cannot be arranged
with the City of New York, it is necessary to establish a "clear-i_ng account"
which will provide for direct routing of the malpractice premium to the
carrier upon Association receipt of the previously negotiated benefit
contribution. Bank regulations require Board of Director authorization of
the account via adoption of a depository account resolution.

The President called an executive session of the Board to discuss the status of
action on the disciplinary complaint received 11/16/82.

VI.

3/4/83
resignation of Barbara O'Boyle, Nursing "Representative, Region
III, E&GW Program;
Maternity leave of absence from 4/18/83 through 8/12/83 of Jessie M. Colin,
Senior Nursing Representative, Region IV, E&GW Program;
Marriage of William Norman and Diane Tome!, Nursing Representatives,
Region II, E&GW Program.

Dr. Welch explained that, according to a recent ruling by the Internal

COMMENDATION OF MILDRED S. SCHMIDT, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, STATE BOARD FOR NURSING
On behalf of the Board of Directors, President-elect Cecilia F. Mulvey presented
to Mildred S. Schmidt the Board's Resolution "col!Ullending (her) professional commitment and extending every good wish for her retirement" (copy attached).
Dr. Schmidt expressed deep appreciation to the Board for its commendation,
support and well wishes. President Fraley expressed the Association's deepest
appreciation to Dr. Schmidt for the archival contribution of the brass plate
bearing the legend "Sophia F. Palmer, First President, Board of Nurse Examiners."

V.

Staff Mattel's

Dr. Welch announced:

and

President Fraley reported that representatives of NYSNA and State Board for
Nursing Executive Coumittees met on 4/21/83 at 10:00 AM to discuss: status of
State Board promulgation of standards of nursing practice; legislative proposals
re entry into practice and registered professional nurses' provision of primary
health care services. Both NYSNA and State Board representatives stated the
meeting was very productive.
IV.

Carried.

REPORT OF EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
A.

Nursing representatives attending the meeting for the report of the 4/21/83 joint
NYSNA - State Board for Nursing Executive Committee meeting; and SUNY Binghamton

graduate students observing the meeting. Board members, staff, guescs
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MEMBERSHIP

Ms. Leach dire~ted attention to month-end January, February and March 1983 member-

ship figures, noting March 1983 membership enrollment of 27,864, an increase of
230 over February 1983 and an increase of 147 over March 1982.
XI.

PLANNING AND RESEARCH

A.

Court.ail on Nursing Research
Dr. Fielding directed attention to the written report. The Board noted
Council submission of the Isabel Hampton Robb nOlllination for the National
Women's Hall of Fame.

-s-

-4Nursing Needs and Resouroes Assessment

B.

Dr. Fielding directed attention to the written report. The Board discussed
briefly preliminary analysis of data collected by means of the survey carried
in REPORT and preliminary results of deliberations by NYSNA organizational
units. The Board noted the progress of the Assessment thus far indicates
the final work will be a comprehensive and prototYPical study. The Board
expressed
project. appreciation for the analysis of unit members involved in the

MOTION

LEGISLATIVE PROGRA..~
NISNA Pmgram

A.

c. Library

Mrs. Mance referred to the written report, noting:

Mrs. Van Nortwick called attention to the written report, not:=.ng:
1)
XII.

I)

recent publication of Shirley Fondiller's history of the National League
for Nursing;
designation of 4/17-24/83 as National Library Week.

2)

NYSNA 'PPog:ram and Othe:r SNA Activity

Dr. Welch called attention to the written report, noting:
1)

recent strikes by NYSNA-represented nurses at two facilities
circumstances surrounding both strikes involved practice issues as
significant as economic issues;
2)
Massachusetts Nurses Association loss to 1199 in decertification election
of a 3500-member unit which MNA had retained in a decertification attempt
by
1199 two years ago, and MNA filing of objections to election;
3)
May election between Washington State Nurses Association and 1199 in a
1200-member WSNA-represented unit - California, New Jersey and New York
SNA staffs are assisting WSNA in this unit preservation effort.
B.

I-.

Council on Economic and General Welfaz,e
I)

Dr. Welch directed attention to the Council's recommendation re evaluation
of impact on financial base of nursing services of for-profit corporations'
operation of not-for-profit hosptials. The Board noted the clarification
is consistent with its 9/82 request and therefore appropriate for
submission to ANA.

.,,_~
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Financial Base of Nursing Services

2)

Spring 1984 CNP Leadership Workshop
:rbe Board noted cbe Council's plans for a spring 1984 CNP leadership work-

shop on utilization of Association resources, and considered the Council's

recommendation that the Board of Directors authorize:
t:ranspottation cost
b) cost: of luncheon on
c) expenses consistent
Council on E&GW and
presenters.
a)

'Following discussion,

and one overnight: for a representative of each CNP;
the second day; and
with Association reimbursement policies of the
representatives of NYSNA Councils who will be

Status of Bills
Action on the t:hird party reimbursement bill by the Assembly Insurance
Committee has been postponed pending Association response to Committee
requests for clarification. It was noted other states are working
toward passage of third party reimbursement bills; although other bills
are less comprehensive than NYSNA's proposal, their enactment would
greatly improve access to nursing services. West Virginia Nurses
Association's bill was passed by the state legislature and signed into
law by the governor early in April.

ECONOMIC AND GENERAL WELFARE PROGRAM
A.

Juanita Hunter moved the Board of Directors encourage the
Council on Economic and General Welfare to continue its plans
for a spring 1984 CNP leadership workshop on utilization of
Association resources, and refer the Council's request for
workshop funding as detailed above to the Committee on
Finance. Seconded. Carried.

2)

District Lobby Days
Participation in District Lobby Days has been good.

B.
At the 4/21/83 Board session President Fraley directed attention to the
4/19/83 draft legislation received by the Association from Assemblymen Siegel
and Tallon on 4/20/83. The draft is a revision of the 3/8/83 draft, distribution of which was limited to the Board at the Assemblymen's request.
Association representatives have met with the Assemblymen and with representatives of the Coalition of Organized Nurse Practitioner Associations of New
York State about controversial provisions of the first draft of the proposal.
Assemblymen Siegel and Tallon have informed the Association of their intent
to introduce the 4/19/83 draft in the legislature without further modification.
President Fraley requ~sted of the Board: preliminary discussion of the
draft and, if possible, expression of general accord; additional individual
review and consideration between 4/21 and 4/22 sessions; and formal action
at the 4/22/83 session.
The Board acknowledged modifications made iu the earlier draft which respond
to Association concerns. However, Board members objected to:
1)

2)

remaining provisions which would inappropriately restrict interpretation
of the current legal definition of nursing practice, and hence restrict
the practice of all registered professional nurses;
retained reference to a title other than registered professional nurse,
which would prompt confusion and proliferation of other inappropriate
legal titles.

In addition, the Board noted With concern an existing example of the inappropriate
tendency to attribute all practice impediments to les;al ambiguity. For example,

-13002.(!
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the hospital code requires inpatients to be examined by a physician within
t:wenty-four hours of admission and reimbursement guidelines specify payment
only for physician versus non-physician providers. Enforcement: of these
regulations has been cited by proponents of the Siegel-Tallon proposal as
reason for the need for its enactment. Dr. Welch met with Commissioner of
Health. David A.Jrelrod to explore resolution of such issues. The Association
will have t:he opportunity to submit recomm~.ndations to the Department
concerning appropriate hospital code provisions. Reimbursement problems
require revision of insurance law as provided for in the Association's
legislative proposal. Following preliminary discussion,

;Ii

c.

•

Strategies to Mobil.i11.e Suppon for En-try Proposal.
l)

The Board suggested refinement and strengthening of the counter to the
specific objection voiced by opponents to the Proposal outlined in 2(b)
(page 2). Board members will suggest points for inclusion in this
revision.
After brief discussion of the appropriateness of inclusion of other
material in the Paper in light of its potential to prompt misinterpretation
of data the Board concurred all material should be retained to maximize
the doc~ent's utility in assisting Board members in accurate interpretation
of the issue's history and status. It was agreed the document should be
given a designation restricting its use - e.g., "for board use only," or
"internal reference document."

William Greiner moved to postpone the foregoing motion to 9:00 AM,
4/22/83. Seconded. Carried.

At the 4/22/83 Board session,
M>TION

Sister Patricia Ann Bailey moved to take from the table the motion to
oppose as written the 4/19/83 draft legislation proposed by Assemblymen
Siegel and Tallon. Seconded. Carried.

Kathleen Nokes suggested acceptance of the draft contingent on incorporation
of specified revisions which would eliminate its restrictive effects.
However, other Board members noted the sponsors' stated intent to introduce
the bill as currently drafted, emphasized the unacceptability of the draft
as
is written and the need to clearly identify unacceptable provisions to
all it
involved.
MJTION

Rita Wieczorek moved the previous question.

Seconded.

Carried.

The President called for the vote on the motion to oppose the 4/19/83 draft
legislation as written. The motion carried by a vote of; 10 yes; I abstention.
The Board concurred the Association should continue discussion of the proposal
with the Coalition of Organized Nurse Practitioner Associations of New York
State and the State Board for Nursing to promote unity within the nursing
community.

MJTION Cecilia Mulvey moved the Board of Directors approve Association-

initiated discussion of controversial provisions of the Siegel-Tallon
proposal with the executive committees of the State Board for Nursing
and the Coalition of Organized Nurse Practitioner Associations of New
York State. Seconded. Carried.

In the event sponsors reject Association requests for amendment the Board

reviewed components of effective opposition to the bill:
I)

2)
3)

Needs for unity, organization and wide understanding of conceptual and
philosophical frames of the issue and possible consequences of its enactment;
Use of district lobby days to inform nurses about the issue and plans for
two forums in May in Roche.eter and New York City;
Advocacy of Association stance by Senator Pisani, Assemblyman Nadler and
other legislators.

"Background Paper on Entry Into Practice"
Cecilia Mulvey, Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee to Develop Strategies
for Enacting the Entry Into Practice Proposal, directed attention to the
"Background Paper on Entry Into Practice" developed pursuant to 1:he
Committee's October 1982 report.

!-DTION Martha Orr moved the Isoard of Directors oppose as written the 4/19/83
draft legislation re provision of prim&ry health care by registered
professional nurses proposed by Assemblymen Siegel and Tallon. Seconded.
MJTION

-7-

2)

Status and Strategy
The Board noted with concern:
a) ·Lack of progress over the past several years of the proposed legislation
in the New York State Legislature and Assemblyman Siegel's (as chairman
of the Higher Education Committee) obstruction of its enactment in 1983.
b) Change of stance by certain significant Entry proponents to the belief
that elevation and standardization of nursing education requirements
for entry into practice cannot be achieved at this time through enactment of legislation.
For example~ Claire M. Fagin (Dean of the University of
Pennsylvania School of Nursing, former President of the
Council of Deans of Nursing: Senior Colleges and Universities
in New York State and a long-standing proponent of the Entry
Proposal) circulated a paper in March asserting the futility of
the legislative effort and delineating other means. In subsequent
communication with Dr. Welch, Dr. Fagin stated her personal
conviction about the necessity of enactment of the Entry
Proposal had not diminished, and that her intent had not been
to advance the movement away from the legislative endeavor,
rather to create awareness of the adverse implications of the
measure's continued inertia.
The Board noted the need to identify states in which passage of the proposal
would be possible given the resources that a unified and concerted effort
could provide. The Board concurred a coordinated national effort: to enact
legislation could be successful.

MOTION Kathleen Nokes moved the Board of Direct:ors approve Association
promotion of a coordinated national effort to enact Entry Into
Practice legislation. Seconded. Garried.

-8XIV.
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NURSING EDUCATION PROGRAM

B.

Dr. Fielding called attention to the written report.
A.

CounaiZ on Continuing Education
The Board noted the Council's recommendation that the Board establish a
graduated fee structure for review of continuing education offerings based
on the number of contact hours of the offering.

Council on Nursing Education
Board noted the Council's recommendation that the Board adopt the
proposed "NYSNA 1983 Statement Re Nursing Education Degree Programs."
The Council developed this statement in response to evidence of college/
university and hospital planning for award of baccalaureate degrees upon
completion of programs which are not characterized by sound curriculum
design and control.
The

MOTION

MOTION Juanita Hunter moved the Board of Directors request the Coma.:.{ttee on
Finance to consider the recommendation and r ~ r t to the Boar~ ~'C
the June meeting, and to postpone the foregoing motion to the June
meeting. Seconded. Carried.

Some Board members expressed concern over the quality of education possible

in these circumstances, noting specifically:

1)

2)

'IN.

courses designed for or taken by nursing students exclusively may
differ markedly in breadth and concentration from those taken by
students from various programs;

NURSING PRACTICE AND SERVICES PROGRAM
A.

Council on Nursing PI'actice
Sister ~!arie Celeste Allen directed attention to the Council's recommendation
that the Board approve the proposed "Opinion on the Role of the Nursing
Practitioner re Patient Education."

while education in the hospital setting may result in increased clinical
aptitude, segregation from the academic setting may result in diminution
of scholarly aptitude.

MOTION Sister Patricia Ann Bailey moved the Board of Directors approve the

Council on Nursing Practice's proposed Opinion on the Role of the

Other members questioned the validity of these positions and objected to

Nursing Practitioner re Patient F.ducation.

elements of the Statement which particularly reflect these views.

B.

MOTION Kathleen Nokes moved the Board of Directors approve the Council on
Nursing Education's proposed 1983 Statement re Nursing Education Degree
Programs with the following revision: delete paragraph #3. Seconded.

The main motion as amended carried by a vote of:

8 yes; 1 nay; l abstention.

in renumbered paragraph #3: revise "The position of The New York State
Nurses Association is:/Valid baccalaureate ••• program including:,,." to
read "The position of The New York State Nurses Association is that

Leslie Grosser reported that the 4/9-10/83 Spring Conference sponsored by the
Clinical Practice Units was productive and well received.
/ XVI.

ORGANIZATION SERVICES
A.

1983 Convention

1)

Tentative Schedule
Patricia Arcuri called attention to the written report and tentative
schedule for the 1983 Convention.

2) Discussion re Convention Program on Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome
The Board discussed the controversy and dilemma over appropriate health
care for victims of Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome. The Board

concurred its concern about the matter should be conveyed to organizational

valid baccalaureate ••• program. This includes: •••• "

units for possible development and sponsorship of a convention program by
an interested unit. Ms. Bunter informed the Board of the Committee on
Human Rights' concern and plans for a JOURNAL article and poster.

in renumbered paragraph /14 amend "The NYSNA Council on Nursing Education
deplores ••• " to "NYSNA deplores ••• ";

in renumbered paragraph #4, line 1, amend "this" to "those."

Carried.

Clinical Proatiae Units

The following editorial revisions were made:

paragraph #5 (in Council draft) becomes paragraph #3;

Seconded.

The Board commended the Council for its development of a valuable, incisive
statement.

There was agreement that control of programs conferring baccalaureate degrees
should rest with institutions of higher education.

MOTION Cecilia Mulvey moved to amend the foregoing motion by adding the
following revision: delete "or fail to provide any traditional
academic experience at all" in paragraph lt4. Seconded. Carried.
Vote: 9 yes; l abstention.

Kathleen Nokes moved the Board of Directors approve the above
recommendation of the Council on Continuing Education. Seconded.

3)

Proposed Convention Meeting of Board of Directors and NYSNA Council Chairmen
President Fraley informed the Board of a 2/1/83 letter to her from carol
Henretta, Chairman of the NYSNA C<;iuncil on Continuing F.ducation, in which
Ms. Benr~suggests that an opportunity be provided at the 1983 convention
for Board members to meet with representatives of counci1s. The Board

=i:f '~
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concurred a meeting of the Board and chairmen of organizational units
could be .a highly effective means toward improved communication and
achievement of Association objectives.
4)

III.

Mrs. Hunter requested the Board consider possible appointments to the Comnittee
for placement in October because of difficulty in scheduling meetings.

The Board noted Governor Mario Cuomo would be unable to respond to the
Association's request to present the keynote address at the 1983
Convencion until late summer. In light of the conditional nature of
this commitment,

President Fraley expressed appreciation to Mrs. Hunter for her continuing
valuable contribution as chair of the Committee.
XIX.

Linda Aiken, Assistant Vice President of the Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation, to present the keynote address at the 1983 convention
in the event Governor Mario Cuomo declines the request or cannot
respond before proximity of date would preclude other possible
speakers' availability. Seconded. Carried.

It was acknowledged outstanding nurses should be considered for convention
keynote presentations.
B.

Membership ReaPUitment/Retention

Ms. Arcuri reported on her 4/18-19/83 presentations about Association mel!lbership
to nurses in the Buffalo and Rochester areas. Only ten nurses attended the
Buffalo meeting and expressed reservations about Association membership which
reflected misconceptions about entry into practice and the Association's role
in representation of nurses for collective bargaining purposes. Roche.seer
meetings were attended by J35 nurses and Association support was prevalent.
XVII.

COMMITTEE ON HOMAN RIGHTS
Chairman Juanita Hunter called attention to the written report.

Keynote Speaker

HJTION Bonnie Perratto moved the Board of Directors approve requesting

-11-
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TASK FORCE ON ECONOMIC AND GENERAL WELFARE
Dr. Welch called attention to the written report. noting the Task F~rce plans to
review information regarding SNA and professional association E&GW Programs and
CNP leadership survey results. The Task Force expects to make recommendations
to the Board in June.

XX.

COMMI1'TEE

The Committee has nearly completed its work. It is still in the process of
editorial review of NYSNA bylaws in light of passage of the federation structure
by the 1982 ANA House of Delegates. Dr. Welch informed the Board that the
Committee's final written report would be submitted to the Board prior to or
at the June meeting. The Committee requests the Board's pre]imin;u:y response
to certain of its findings.
A.

Sister Patricia Ann Bailey directed attention to the Analysis Report/Comparison

tion structure ensures SNA retention of income for a longer period than was
formerly possible since dues are transmitted on a monthly versus weekly basis.

B.

Panial Release of NYS-NPA Cont'I'ibution

MlTION Sister Patricia Bailey moved the Board of Directors approve the

recommendation of the Committee on Finance to release $2500 of the
previously approved $5000 contribution to NYS-NPA for political
e~ucation activity. Seconded. Carried.

c. Center fol' ¥.s~ng Rent
Nu.Paes ABBO<n-ation

Inal'ease Pf>oposed by Foundation of The Ne!.,) Yo'I'k State

MOTION Sist2r Patricia Bailey moved the Board of Directors approve the

rec01D111endation of the Committee on Finance to respond affirmatively
to the proposal from the Foundation Trustees to increase the rent
at the Center for Nursing from $6115.90/month to $7373.29/month
effective 3/1/83. Seconded. Carried.

The lease agreement will be evaluated annu~lly by the Foundation Board of

Trustees and Association Board of Directors.

ImpZiaations fop NYSNA Bylai.,s of ANA Bylaz,Js Enacted June 1882
The Committee carefully reviewed ANA Bylaws and Guidelines Regarding Qualifications and Responsibilities for Constituent SNAs. The Committee found NYSNA
Bylaws and ANA Bylaws are substantively congruent.

AnaZysis Report/CompaPison u]ith Budget
with Budget for income and expenses through 3/31/83. The Treasurer noted the
system of ANA dues assessment 1n effect for the transition period to the federa-

BYLAWS

Dr. Welch reported the Committee met on April 5, 1983.

COMMI1TEE ON FINANCE
A.

ON

B.

1982 NYSNA Vot'fi:!1.eBody Motion Pe CZiniaaZ. Practice and "Fu-national, Unit;
iteation Pl'oce
s
The Committee reviewed the motion approved by the 1982 voting body "that the
Bylaws Committee be requested to review the procedure for the election
(convention on-site) of the executive committees of the clinical practice
and functional units and bring recommendations to the 1983 NYSNA voting body."
In its review, the Committee considered the positions submitted by two
clinical practice unit executive committees and a member of a functional unit.
The Committee noted concerns regarding on-site elections included:
1)
2)

limited participation in nominations and voting and the sm,sequent potential
of a non-representative election;
limited information about suggested nOlllinees.

The Committee observed:
1)

2)

3)

4)

clinical practice and functional unit membership numbers vary videly;
degree of interest in unit involvement bas fluctuated dramatical1y;
ineffectiveness of the election procedure is symptomatic of larger
operational problems for some uni~s;
the procedure bas been in effect for only two years and is subject to
refinement and more testing.

3oOLd
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c. NYS-NPA

For the foregoing reasons, the Committee believes clinical practice and
functional unit executive committees should examine their election
procedure and explore ways to improve participation and representation
mechanisms within the existing framework before consideration is given to
bylaws amendment.

D.

XXI.

I.

A.

B.

Dr. Welch reported Governor Cuomo issued a proclamation formally designating
May 6-12 New York State Nurses' Week. The Board noted activities planned for
the week, including media coverage, increased legislative visibility and the
Foundation's Art Auction.

There were

EASTERN SEABOARD REGIONAL EXECUTIVE CONFERENCE (ESREC), 2/2/83

D.

The President and Executive Director reported on the 2/2/83 ESREC meeting,
noting:

Dr. Welch reported Clara Zeller has served as a valuable and committed Trustee
since the Plan's establishment in 1969. Ber term beginning 1/ 80 ,expired
12/31/82.

ANA CONSTITUENT FORUM, 2/3-4/83
Ms. Fraley and Dr. Welch reported on the 2/3-4/83 ANA Constituent Forum meeting,
noting representatives' relationships and activities were productive and cohesive.
There were movements toward reduction of the size of the House of Delegates
and dissolution of the Constituent Forum. NYSNA and other SNAs advocated both
in 6/82 as desirable elements of the federation structure.

XXV.

3/15/83 MEETING OF REPRESENTATIVES OF NYSNA AND NYS-NPA

NYSNA WeZfarae PZan for NBl,) :toPk City Employed Registered Nu:rses Tnstee
Appointment
Dr. Welch referred to the Board's policy providing for consideration of Welfare
Plan Board of Trustees appointments every two years and promotion of opportunity
for diverse participation in Plan determinations.

Some ESREC members' concern about appropriateness and equity of ANA's
transitional dues collection method;
ESREC representatives' plans to observe ANA Board of Directors meetings.

Juanita Bunter (who attended the constituent forum meeting in her capacity as
chairman of the Cabinet on Human Rights) expressed appreciation of the leadership exhibited by Ms. Fraley and Dr. Welch in their representation of NYSNA.

ANA F'1-esident Eunice Cole's 4/28/83 Visit to tlze Cente:P for Nursing

c. NeuJ YoPk State Nurses' Week

productive discussions about the federation structure and SNA/DNA - NYS-NPA
roles and relationships.

B.

ANA Nominations

Ms. Fraley reminded the Board of Eunice Cole's scheduled visit to the Center
for Nursing on 4/28/83, co-sponsored by District Nurses Associations 9 and 10,
and requested Board members attend if possible.

NYSNA ADVISORY COUNCIL, 1/18/83

A.

MOTION Veronica O'Day moved the Board of Directors appoint Glenda Marshall
Trustee of the NYSNA Welfare Plan for New York City F.mployed Registered
Nurses through 12/31/84. Seconded. Carried.
'
The Board expressed appreciation for Ms. Zeller's extraordinarily committed
service as a Trustee.
II.

DATE OF NEXT MEETING
The next meeting of the Board is scheduled for June 28, 1983 at 9:30 AM.
Committee on Finance will meet at 8:00 AM.
ADJOURNMENT - The meeting adjourned ac 12:20 PH on 4/22/83.

The President and Executive Director reported on a brief meeting on 3/15 with

NYS-NPA representatives.

A.
B.

Meeting participants discussed:

M. J,;. w•••,,.tLJU.ta Reis Wieczorek Secretlr; Pro Tempore
•

funding;

roles and relationships;

The

D~. Welch i.nformed Board members suggestions for nominations to ANA would be
requested at the June meeting.

President Fraley directed attention to the written report. The Advisory Council
was convened on the day of the Legislative Reception. District representatives

XXIII.

NYS-NPA.

OTHER

NOMINATING COMMITTEE

participated in legislative activities following the session.

NYSNA and

NYS-NPA representatives have requested to attend the June Board meeting.
Board concurred their attendance would be most welcome.

Dr. Welch reported the Nominating Committee met on 4/15/83 to formulate a 1983
ticket. Because of incomplete data and difficulties in contacting potential
nominees the Committee has not yet been able to complete the ticket. The
committee anticipates its work will be completed in the very near future.
XXII.

operational difficulties;
need for more systematic communication between

Subsequent to the meeting Dr. Welch requested Jane Fielding,. HYSNA Deputy Director,
Program, to coordinate and supplement ongoing informal c0111111Unication With HYS-NPA
trustees.

The Board expressed agreement with the Committee's conclusion.
During discussion of NYSNA bylaws a question was raised regarding the role and
responsibilities of SNA delegates to the ANA House of Delegates. It was noted
that within the federation structure delegates are expected to represent the
positions of the SNA. Director at Large Kathleen Nokes noted she had not
previously understood this and suggested review of delegate role and responsibilities would be valuable prior to the 1984 ANA House of Delegates.
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THE NW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
MINUTES OF MEETING OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Barbizon Plaza Hotel
Ne--,1 York, New York
January 7, 1983
PRESIDING:

Susan J. Fraley, President

CALL TO ORDER:

10:00 A."!

Attendanae
Officers and Direct:ors at: Large
Susan J. Fraley, President
Cecilia F. Mulvey, President-elect
Robert V. Piemonte, Treasurer
*Arnoline Jones, Secretary
Paulann H. Andrews, Director at Large
Juan1.ta K. Hunter, Director at Large
Kathleen Nokes, Director at Large
Martha Lane Orr, Director at Large
Bonnie Perratto, Director at Large
Rita Reis Wieczorek, Director at Large
Absent:

William F. Greiner, Director at Large
N. Margaret Wineman, Director at Large_
Staff

Catherine Leach, Deputy Director, .Administration
I.

ANHOUNCEKENTS

A.

CbsePVeza

President Fraley extended the Board's welcome to L. Jane Schlick, member
of the Committee on Finance, in attendance as an observer.
B.

Status of Action

on Di.scip"Lintn'Y

CompZa.int Reaeived 11/10/82

President Fraley noted that pursuant to the Board of Directors' determination,
hearings on the charges had been scheduled for January 8 and 9, 1983. However,
on January 5, 1983 the Association was directed to appear in New York State

Supreme Court on January 6 to answer a motion filed by attorneys for the

named individuals seeking temporary or permanent prohibition against the

hearings. Secretary Arnoline .Jones :ls delayed :in order to execute Assoc:t.ation
documents to be filed in court today. Dr. Welch and Association legal
counsel will represent the Association at the court hearing, which is
techidcally scheduled at 9:00 AM but may in fact not commence until later in
the day.
•Arriva1 delayed

·,>'B,O~d
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c. Appointment Searetary

'
j

'Pr.to Tempore

"'

Juanita Hunter accepted appointment as Secretary Pro Tempore in Mrs.
Jones' absence.
II.

HINDTES OF 10/25/82 AND 10/26/82 MEETINGS
HITION

-3B.

Concern that the two largest districts appear to be experiencing
consistent losses;

C.

Consideration of exploring methods for reversing c1i:m1n1sbing mmbers by
discussions with districts;

D.

Consideration of findings of Ad Hoc Committee on Membership Recruitment and
Retention - i.e., in comparing figures of 1/62. 9/70 and 10/81 significant
gains were found with recruitment of almost 3.000 direct district members
in 17 of the 18 districts. 'While these gains are not reflected in membership figures prepared by NYSNA it is essential to consider them in looking
at total enrollment.

Kathleen Nokes moved acceptance of the minutes of the meetings of
10/25/82 and 10/29/82. Seconded. Carried.

In reviewing minutes of the 10/29/82 Board meeting relative to Voting Body

action on the article "Our Undertrained Nurses .. in the 10/25/82 issue of

brief discussion as to the merits of continuing to
register disagreement with the views expressed in the article. There was
general agreement to reiterate the points included in the Association's
"Letter to the Editor" immediately following publication and note the

Ne,,,&Jeek, there was a

V.

PLANNING AND RESEARCH

A.

Association's availability for consultation.
II!.

Reference was made to the written report with the Council's recomendation
to the Board of Directors.

REPORT OF EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
On

Council on Nursing Researeh

HlTION

behalf of Dr. Welch, Ms. Leach made the following announcements:

A. Staff M:zttez,s
1.

2.

Ms. Nokes &dded that the Council should be commended for its selection of

President Fraley represented the Board of Directors at a retirement
luncheon for Shirley Heatherington who retired after serving on the
Association's staff 24 years.

Isabel Hampton Robb for this recognition.

B.

Appointment:s

Linda Bingham, Nursing Representative, Economic and General Welfare
Program, Region IV, effective 1/10/83.

VI.

B.

Ccnrmmications/Publications and Public Relations

MEMBERSHIP

VII.

Hs. Leach referred to month-end membership figures for October through December,
noting 12/31/82 membership of 27,658, a decrease of 169 from 11/30/82 and a
decrease of 130 from 12/31/81.
Discussion related to ez:am:lnation of membership figures included:
A.

A.

Nurses in two facilities in Region III and one in Region IV voted to retain
NYSNA as their collective bargaining representative wh.11e rejecting bids from
traditional labor unions.

B.

In Region I one new unit was gained and one election lost to no representation.

C.

filed a petition cJ aim1ng that nurses holding the title of
"supervisor of nurses" are managerial and/or confidential employees and
therefore should be removed from the bargaining UllU. Bead.ngs have been
postponed until around March land a tilletable set: for RYSBA to receive
information important to it:s case.

Illness of mother of Jane Fielding, Deputy Director, Program, precluding
attendance at today's meeting.

Attention was directed to the written report, noting that Convention Program
advertising exceeded projection and many positive comments were received
from Convention participants about Program additions of photographic
recogni.tion of awardees plus tour and shuttle bus information.
IV.

ECONOMIC AND GENERAL WELFARE

Attention was directed to the written report. noting:

Barbara Morrill, Nursing Representative, Economic and General Welfare
Program, Region II, effective i/31/83.
2.

;

A suggestion to investigate the feasibility of NYSNA sponsored group rate

insurance coverage as an incentive to retaining membership;

Lib:r>az>y
Attention was directed to the written report,· noting that the NYSNA slide/
tape.show which outlines the four program areas, activities and history was
well received at the NYSNA Convention booth.

Bernard McCann, Labor Relations Representative, Economic and General

Welfare Program, effective 12/3/82.

Kathleen Nokes moved that the Board of Directors approve nomination
of Isabel Hampton Robb for honor in The National Women's Ball of
Fame. Seconded. Carried.

NYC/HBC has

LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM

A.

1983 Legislative P.rogram Bi1,Za
Attention was directed to the written reports autJfning redm:tcal a:eeodNDts
required for BYSRA's bills.

·. 'Soo.e.d
.·-: (\~'\-t t)tJ
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1983 Reoer,tion for- Legklatol"S

sentatives o State Boapd

Qrg

',•

Kathleen Nokes suggested a prE-limfnary meecing vi.th Assemblyman Siegel
in a social setting such as dinner.

\f

Anticipated attendance at the January 18 reception includes Councils on
Legislation, Continuing Education, Economic and General Welfare, chairmen
of Clinical Practice Units and the Advisory Council.

c. Mee

-s-
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Pract1..tume:r Associations o

VIII.

NURSING EDUCATION PROGRAM

Attention was directed to the writ:ten report,. noting:

the Coalition o

A.

Neu, Yor State and NYSNA

I.

The NYSNA Executive Comnittee met with representatives of the State Board
for Nursing and the Coalition on Novetzi:>er 12 and Decelllber 7, 1982 on items
of concern relating to primary care legislation. It is hoped these meetings
may facilitate consensus on principles and concepts basic to responsible
legislative proposals regarding provision of primary health care services
by registered professional nurses. President Fraley, President-elect
1illvey and staff attended thP-Se sessions.
D.

2.

3.

Corrm.micat;ion to Cormrissioner of Depazrtment of Heaith
President Fraley summarized the content of the Association's 1/6/83
commmdcation to Commissioner of Department of Health regarding the
participation of registered professional nurses at Woodhull Medical and
Mental Health Center in providing primary health care services. As a
result of a "deficiency" cited by a Health Department team at Woodhull
well prepared nurses were restricted from providing services sorely needed
by the patients. The Association asks the Commissioner to intervene.

B.

Meeting of N2SNA E:cecutive Co1'111ittee

un.th

The Board concurred that continuing coDllllUlication with Mr. Siegel is

JIJ1"ION

Bonnie Perratto moved that Asaemblyman Mark Alan Siegel be invited

t:o address the Board of Directors at its next meeting.

Carried.

Seconded.

The Council will participate in the New York Nursing Expo on
February 18 and 19, 1983. The two-day educational/career conference
is designed to provide area nurses and students with a variety of
career oriented workshops and exhibits in an effort to enhance nursing
careers.

President Fraley reported that pTe]bdnaey information has been released
by ANA concerning evaluation and possible revision of the ANA Accreditation process. Additional information is expected for revis prior to
the next meeting of the Board.

The Council has revised its policy re advertisement of offerings to
permit sponsoring agencies to note that an offering has been submitted
.to NYSNA for approval. The original policy prohibited any advertisement
until approval had been granted.
3. Evaluation summaries of the continuing education programs provided at
convention indicate a high degree of satisfaction.

4.

"!he President invited comments from the Executive Collllllittee on the 12/10/82
meeting with Asseimlyman Siegel. The meeting was held in New York City in
response to Mr. Siegel's request for an opportunity to discuss the intent
of h:i& 1egislative proposal regarding provision of primary health care
services by registered professional nurses.

adri.sable.

semester, 1983;
The Council plans to co-sponsor W"ith Nursing Studenu Association of
Nev York State second annual program on March 19, 1983;

2.

Aseerri:Jly11WZ MaPk Alan Siege'!,

Executive Committee meni>ers concurred that Mr. Siegel and the Association
bold significantly different views regarding interpretation of the current
legal definition, the nature of nursing practice and severe restrictions
on nursing inherent in bis legislative intentions. Concern was expressed
chat: resolution of these differences is unlikely. In addition concern was
expressed that disagreement 1DGY adversely affect Mr. Siegel's position 011
t:he Association's legislative proposal to revise entry requirements.

Utica College basic generic nursing program to admit students spring

Council on Continuing Edueat;ion
1.

It W&S noted that similar restrictions on practice have been attempted or
reported in other facilities as well. To the extent possible it is _
desirable for the Association to make known its efforts to resolve these
individual situations. The ever-present danger of prompting restrictive
ru11ngs or actions on the part of regulatory bodies was noted. In
addf.tion, the potential for approaching this issue on the basis of
restraint of trade was again noted.
E.

Council on Nursing Education

c.

December 7, 1982 the Coney Island Hospita1 and SUHY Downstate College
of Nursing Continuing Education Programs were granted program approval
for a two-year period. Both p:-ograms orf gina1ly received program
approval in 1980.

On

Funetional Unit of l)eans, Directors and Facu.'lty 1 Nuzesing Fducation Pltograms
The Functional TTnit co-sponsored with the Functional Unit of Directors,.
Associates and Assistants, Nursing Practice and Services~ meetings with
selected nursing leaders in New York City and Syracuse on September 10
and October 18, 1982 respectively. The purpose of the meetings was to
explore means to reduce resistance to Entry Into Practice legislation
and to develop strategies for supporting the legislation.

IX.

NURSING PRACTICE AND SERVICES PROGRAM
Attention was directed to the written report,. noting:

A.

CouneiZ. on Nursing l'raatice
1. ColDlcil is preparing a preUm:fnary draft of Posit:ion Statements an
(a) Patient Education; and (b) Air Amulance Operadons.
2.

Requests for Association's Standards for Nursing Services in the Prison
Health System have been received from: several out-of-sute agencies

Bo~d
Ci~~1otv
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including St. Louis County Department of Community Health and Medical
care; Oklahoma Department of Corrections and Texas Department of
Corrections. In addition. the Standards are cited as references in
!'lational publications.
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Res:_is-trant Tyi!!.
NYSNA meni>er

NYSNA member (eligible
for reduced fee*)

Council. is processing several nursing practice issues which include
practicing beyond the scope of practice; inappropriate participatiou
in experimental drug procedures and false documentation.

3.

B.

~"3.~.f~

Non member
Basic nursing studentH
Basic nursing student
(groups of 10 or more)

CozmeiZ on Ethical Pructice

Seconded.

2.

For the four-month period ending 11/30/82 both income and expenses are
under projections. Income of 83 percent was realized, leaving a deficit:
of 17 percent. Expenses are at: 78 percent of projections. While t:he
overall financial picture is sound a tight cash flow persists.
P:lgures for Convention income and expenses are not final because of
unsubadt:t:ed invoices tllld outstanding income from exhibitors and

advertisers.
B.

1985 Convention Rfi~cction Fees
Dr. Pienmte presented to the Board the Committee's proposal and

accompanying rationale for registration fees for the 1983 annual meeting.
'l'be Committee proposes retaining the 1982 fee for reduced rate members
and one-day NYSNA members. To encourage early registration, it proposes
a .:>re subscantial increase in the regular registrati.on fee for all
rema1n1ng categories.
ml'ION

Paul.ann Andrews moved the Board of Directors adopt the Committee
on Finance's proposed 1983 Convention registration rates as follows:

35.00

60.00

20.00

10.00
5.00

Carried •

MJTION Kathleen Nokes moved to amend the foregoing motion by revising
the definition of basic nursing student to read:
•Nursing student means a student enrolled in a professional
nursing program who is U!lemployed. •

Seconded.

Attention was directed to the written report.

1.

50.00

to prac::ti.ce.

X. ORGANIZATION SERVICES

Treasurer Robert Piemonte commented on the Analysis Report/Comparison with
Budget for income and expenses through 11/30/82. noting:

125.00

a professional nursing pzogram who has not yet received a .Uce.nse

The five Clinical Practice Units are sponsoring the first Spring Conference
"Conflicts in Health Care" on April 9-10, 1983 in New York City.

Anal;yeis Report/Compal'ison 'lrJith Budget

45.00
105.00
15.00

-lritBasic nursing student means a student enrolled in

c. Clinical Practice Units

A.

$ 90.00

ane Dafl
$3S.OO

(3) is a full-time student:; or (4) is Wlemploged.

.

00MMinEE ON FINANCE

70.00

$

or not: earning IJD.re than allowed under Social Secu.rit:.y; or

Relative to the Council's plan to draft a Bill of Rights for Nurses in
New York State ~o Directors at Large offered suggestions. Kathleen
Nokes suggested a reference on this subject by Clare Fagin. Juanita
Bunter noted the Committee on Ruman Rights had also discussed this subject
and would share its views with the Council on Ethical Practice.

n.

Regular

*An NYSNA member will be el.igible for f;he reduced .raee i f
he/she: {l) has graduat:ed from basic nw:s.ing sc:bool wit:b:in
past arelve months; or (2) is 62 or older and is Wle.V2ployed

The Board noted extensive Council activity documented in the written
report.

Regarding Convention attendance figures circulated the Board expressed interest
io receiving_daily and full convention registration figures in the future.

Advance

C.

Lost.

Vote:

3 yes~ 6 no.

Revision of Convention E:::pense Reirribursement 'PoZicy

Dr. Piemonte presented to the Board the Conaittee's proposed changes for

reimbursement of Convention"expenses in an effort to reduce Convention
related expense.s. After sharing the Committee's di.scussion concerning
the possible negative impact of eU:m:Jnat:ing a c~limentary tick.et for
theBoard to attend functions such as the Awards Banquet,
!l>TION

Robert Piemonte moved the Board of Directors adopt the Committee
on Finance's proposed policy revisions for re.illlbursement of
Convention expenses effective 10/83 and that Board attendance at
special. functions be evaluated at the 1983 post-convention
Board meeting.
Board of Directors

Expenses.* No complimentary tickets for
speci.al events, such as receptions,
banquets, etc.

Chair of COUncilsH,
COIIID.itt:ees and
Clinical antl
Functional Units

One day's expenses ercept meals {day report
given to Voting Body).

Ezecut:ive Conn.it-tees,

One day's expenses except meals (day of
unit business meeting).

Clinical and

Punct:ional Units

Speabrs/Program

Participants

One day's expem;,es (d:3.y of program).
Honoraria subject t:o approval.

*Brpenses - -travel, bot:el., meals, based on current:

HBoard appointed Councils.

Seconded.

Carried.

IIYSBA policy.

\
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xu.

TASI'. FORCE ON ECONOMIC AND GENERAL WELFARE
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Elaine E. Beletz - Member, Committee on Honorary Awards

Member, Planning Committee for Nursing Organization

After calling attention to the need to correct the typographical error in line

Liaison Forum

one of the written report to read "initiation," President Fraley presented
highlights of the December 13, 1982 meeting.

Member, N-CAP Board of Trustees

B.

In regard to the inability of some individuals to accept the request to serve
on the Task Force~

Policy Defining SNA/ANA MeTri:Jez, and Rights re 1984 and 1986 ANA House

of Delegates

The ANA Board of Directors has adopted these definitions:

!l>TION Kathleen Nokes moved the Board of Directors appoint M. Janice Nelson
to t:be Task Force on Economic and General Welfare. Seconded.
Carried.

1.

,.During the transition period, 1982 to 1984, the SNA/ANA member is the
nurse whose membership application bas been accepted by the SNA (state
nurses association) and ANA. is entered on the roster at AHA. is issued
a membership card that identifies the individual as an SNA/AHA member
of a constituent SNA and whose membership has not exp:lred."

2.

"Beginning July 1, 1984, all registered nurse members of a constituent
member SNA shall pay a per capita assessment to ANA on all SNA/ANA.
members as determined by the ANA HoUGe of Delegates."

Becaase of a question as to Ms. Nelson's availability to serve,
H)TION Bonnie Perratto moved the Board of Directors designate Pura LaBorde

as an alternative appointee to the Task Force on Economic and General
Welfare. Seconded. Carried.

Tne Board was encouraged to submit the names of other candidates to the
Executive Director's attention.
XIII.

President Fraley expressed concern over the use of the phrase SNA/ANA.
member beyond 1984 and the assumption of a continuing individual payment
to ANA. This will be explored.

12/10/82 MEETING, EXECUfIVE COMMI'lTEE OF STATE BOARD FOR NURSING AND NYSNA

President Fraley reported that agenda items at the meeting were (a) State Board
for Nursing's Statenent on Standards of Nursing Practice; (b) legislation
re entry requi.rements and primary health care services by registered professional
nurses; (c) possiblE collaborative efforts to assist nurses impaired by chemical
dependency.
State Board for Nursing representatives reported the proposed statement of
standards had been completed and submitted for Departmental review and approval.
They stated the timetable for this review is unknown and the eventual use of

I
'I'·
<.

The ANA Board has specified these rights of individual nurses:
Rights to vote for, to be elected and serve as an SNA de1egat2 to
the 1984 and 1985 House of Delegates shall be restricted to those
members of a constitueut SNA that hold a valid ANA/SNA membership
card.

c. Guide Zines fo-P

President Fraley noted that the Guidelines include the work of the Ad Hoc
Committee to Develop Guidelines for SNA Bylaws and the ANA Committee on

the proposed standards remains undetermined. NYSNA representatives reiterated
the Association's views regarding the inappropriateness and dangers of SBN

promulgation of standards. Following discussion the Board concurred that legal
counsel advice should be sought regarding mechanisms to avert promulgation and
implementation of SBN standards.

State Board representatives stated the Board has expressed a position of support
of the entry "concept," but has not supported the legislative proposal. Recent
results of state board examinations have prompted questions within the Board
regarding the concept. The State Board plans an internal discussion on this at

Bylaws. These will be circulated to the Board and NYSNA Com:nittee on
Bylaws when available from ANA.
D.

It was agreed that regular communication between the two groups was desirable

liYSHA Board of Directors.

nv.

E.

A.

Appointment of RYSNA Menrbe'PB to ANA PositWIUJ
.Juanita Hunter - a:taiman. Cabinet on Human Rights

!L Elaine 111.ttmaon - Chairman. Commi.ctee on Byla:ws
Iare.u A. Bal 1ard - Member. Cabinet on Nursing Practice

Cozpomte Loea.ticm
President Fraley reported that the sites being considered for possible
relocation of ANA Headquarters are Washington, D.C., Indianapolis and
Kansas City.

AMERICAB NURSES' ASSOCIATION ACI'IVITIES

President Fraley summarized. various items of relevance or interest to NYSNA:

Adviao!'Y Cormtittee to Devel.op Reeonmendations z,e Cl'eden.tialing
President Fraley stated this Committee is charged with responsibility for
recommendations pertinent to: (1) Governance of ANA Credentialing
activities; (2) philosophy of credentialing; and (3) implementing 1982
ANA House of Delegate action re credentialing. It is an important
committee whose work NYSNA will be monitoring closely.

a future neeting.

and a tentative commitment was set in conjunction with the April meeting of the

SNA By lau,s

F.

ANA Constituent Forum1 Feb:ruary 3 and 4, 1983
President Fraley and the Executive Director will attend this meeting.

="-'~
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M>TION Kathleen Nokes moved appointment of Patricia Fulton to the Task

··1i.
·;;:

Vice heeidtmt

Force on Guidelines for Peer Assistance Programs for Nurses
Impaired by Alcohol or Drug Abuse. Seconded. Carried.

President Fraley referred to the vacancy in the office of Vice President
created by the resignation of Lenora J. Mcclean. In telephone conference
the Board concurred this vacancy would be filled at today's meeting.
Following discussion,

IDTION Bonnie Perratto moved appointment of Margaret Mackay to the Task

Force on Guidelines for Peer Assistance Programs for Nurses Impaired
Seconded. Carried.

by Alcohol or Drug Abuse.

In the event either of the two foregoing members are unavailable to serve,

Ml'l'ION Kathleen Nokes moved appointment of Veronica O'Day to fill the
vacancy in the office of Vice President. Seconded.

MJTION Juanita Hunter moved appointment of Paula Tedesco.
Carried.

!IJTIDN Martha Orr moved appointment of Karen Ballard to fill the·vacancy
in the office of Vice President. Seconded.

Following further discussion of the issues confronting the Board and the
:implications for continuity within the Executive Committee, the two
foregoing motions were withdrawn.

!IJTION Robert Piemonte moved appointment of Juanita Hunter to fill the
vacancy in the office of Vice President. Seconded. Carried.
B.

Di'Z"eCto?t at Ja:L,ge

XVI.

lbe Board concurred with Hartba·orr's suggestion to consider Martha
Keasley for die office of Director at Large if Veronica O'Day should
decline.

COMMENDATION OF PRESIDENI' FRALEY
Jaunita Hunter commended President Fraley for conduct of the Board's business
under adverse circumstances. In turn, President Fraley expressed apprechtion
to the Board for its support and cooperation.

The meeting adjourned at 4:20 PM with agreement that the Board would meet at
8 :00 AM on 1/8/83 unless otherwise notified after further information is
available regarding the court proceeding.

ALm-ds Cotmrittee
President Fraley noted that the Committee composition is three members of
the current Board of Directors and two members who have previously served
on the Board of Directors.

Arnoline Jones, s:cretary

Hll'ION Juanita Hunter moved appointment of Paulann Andrews as Committee
Chairman. Seconded. Carried.
!IJl'ION

r-ec11 ia Hulvey moved appointment of Bonnie Perratto to the Awards

Coadttee.

Seconded.

Carried.

!11rION Juanita Bunter moved appointment of Rita Wieczorek to the Awards
Comait:cee. Seconded. Carri.ed.
HJTICB Juanita Hunter moved appointments of Karen Ballard and Diane Bennett
t:o the Awards Conmittee. Seconded. Carried.
D.

Seconded.

ADJOURNMENT

Hn'IOH Kathleen Nokes moved appointment of Veronica O'Day to fill the
vacancy in the office of Director at Large. Seconded. Carried.

c.

MOTION Robert Piemonte moved appointment of Paula Metzler.
Carried.

Seconded.

.2'ask Po~ on Gtri.deZines for Pew Assistance Plooqrams [or NuPses Impa.iNd

by Ak:ohot or Dfuii Abuse

President Fraley reviewed the Board's discussion from its October 25 9 1982
aeeting concendng appointments to this task force.
IO'l'IOB lobert Pimonte 110ved appointment of Madeline Naegle as Chairman
of the Task Force w Guidelines for Peer Assistance Programs for
Rw:ses Illpaired by Alcohol or Drug Abuse.

Seconded.

Carried.

AJ:CL:wmb
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RECOMMENDATION
THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
Report to the Board of Directors
Resear,ah and Ptanning

January 22-23s 1981

I. COUNCIL Off NURSING RESEARCH
A.

Delphi Szatvey

The report of the Delphi Survey has been completed and is attached.
The Council reco1m1ends to the Board:
RECOMMENDATION:

that the report of the Delphi Survey be published.
Results of the survey can be used to generate research discussions,
questions and projects. The topics g_iven the highest priority by
NYSNA leadership are an indication of the group's consensus about
which issues are of current concern.
3.

Oral History Projeat
1.

Notter Tape
The Council is planning to begin editing the Notter tape at the
next Council meeting.

2. Thompson Tape
The Council was notified that the application for funding by the
American Nurses• Foundation was among 22 that were approved but
not among the 12 that were funded. Council members are investigating other funding sources for this project.

C.

lr,,atinguished Nurse Resea~ahe~ Ar.kZ.?'d
The forms to be used for nominations for the-Distinguished Nurse

Researcher Award have been revised and are being distributed to
District Nurses Associations~ schools of nursing, and departments
of nursing service.

(over)

II. FUNCTIONAL UNIT OF PRIMARY CARE PRACTITIONERS
A.

Su.Pvey

The Executive Conmittee is surveying the membership (over 600 as
designated on membership application fonn) to determine characteristics about the group's educational background, employment, and
interest in continuing education offerings and other programs.
E.

PPOyram

Plans

1. A business meeting and legislative update program is planned
for May 16, 1981 in Syracuse, NY.
2. A program is being planned for presentation at the New York Public
Health Association Convention in June, 1981.

Deputy Director, Program

CounciZ on ,Vu:i>sing Researeh

Keville Frederickson, Chairperson
Inge Corless
Nancy Noel
Marilyn Oberst
Madeline Schmitt
Marlene Ventura

JF/1s
1/15/81

Attacflnents

E:cecutive Col1Ullittee
Functional Unit of Prima.riu
Care Proetitioners

Alice Chico, Chairperson
ingrid Pearson
Eileen Quinlan
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INTRODUCTION

,

NURSING RESEARCH PRIORITIES
IDENTIFIED' BY N. Y.S.N.A.

The resources available for nursing r.esearch, both in tenns

of research personnel and financial support, are limited. Researchable problems in the field of nursing, however, are virtually
COUl~CIL ON RESEARCH IN NURSING
New York State Nurses Association
1980

unlimited. The issue then becomes one of directing at least scxne
of the available resources to the study of those problems most

likely to have an impact on the ~ervices we offer. The idea of
setting priorities for nursing research is not new. Lindeman,
noting the need for a goal-oriented approach, suggests that the
issue is no longer whether or not to set priorities, but rather to

determine when and by whom they should be set.4
In nursing, research priorities have been identified by

Marilyn T. Oberst
Marlene Ventura
Keville Frederickson
Madeline Schmitt

national and regional groups,l,Z, 4 and for specific clinical spec-

Inge Corless

by NYSNA's Council on Research in Nursing, was designed to identify

Nancy Noel

ialities5 and target populations. 6 The present study, undertaken
the issues, questions, and problems which nurses in New York State

believe should be given a high priority for study.

METHOD
Participants
A total of 43 potential participants were randomly selected

from NYSNA's various organizational units, including the Councils,
Conference groups, Specialty groups, and Board of Dire~tors.

Of

these, 36 agreed to participate and 33 completed all three survey

rounds. Table 1 gives a breakdown of panelists' geographic lo-

'~ . .
·. :~g5;::··

.:.cN: ·• .·-.·..

2

cation and NYSNA unit. Of the ten non-participants, the majority {9)
were members of various Councils and one was from a Conference group.
The geographic spread among the non-participants was similar to that
in the final sample. The more populous southeastern portion of the
state accounted for 55% of the participants.

Infonned consent was

obtained from each participant.
Procedures
The study utilized a modification of the Delphi technique, a
survey procedure originally developed by the Rand Corporation as a
forecasting tool. 3 Essentially a questionnaire technique, the Delphi
elicits collective opinion or consensus through repeated individual
questioning of a group of persons knowledgeable in a particular area.
The technique is characterized by anonymity of response, multiple
iterations with controlled feedback, and statistical group response. A
major advantage of the technique is involvement of large numbers of
people in the formulation of group opinion w~tr.out the necessity of
multiple meetings, conferences, or debates.
As used in this study, the procedure consisted of three survey
rounds.

In the first round, participants were asked to sul:Jnit up to

3

to produce a list of 41 problem statements. Two independent judges
then reviewed this list, checking item validity against original
submissions and further combining similar items into broader problem statements. The 21 problem statements most frequently cited
by

Round I participants were selected for inclusion in the Round

II questionnaire.
For Round II, the panelists were asked to respond to each of
the 21 items by rating it on a seven-point scale in tenns of its
potential value for nursing and nursing care in New York State. A
total of 34 panelists completed this round {94% of the original
panel). SU11111ary statistics, including mean. median, and range.
were calculated for each item.
In the third and final round, participants were again asked to
review the list of 21 problem statements and, considering additional
infonnation, rate them using the same scale. The addditiona1 information supplied in Round III included the total group's median score
and the response range on each item. This final round was C<Xllpleted
by 33 participants (92% of the original panel). Sunmary statistics
were again calculated for each item.

three important questions or problems related to nursing practice,
education, or administration which they believed should be given priority
for study. A total of 100 items were submitted by the 36 Round I

RESULTS
Mean scores were calculated for each ,·tern and ·t
1

ems were then

respondents. These items were classified by topical area. Dupli~tions

ranked in order of relative importance. Table 2 shows the results

or similar items, reworded for clarity where necessary, were combined

of the final round. \Five of the six highest ranked items focus o~"'\
the nurses role and pubiic and professional image. Six items, all ·
in the lower half of the ranking, focus on nurse education. Only
four items directly involve the quality and

4

effectiveness of care and, of these, two are related to nurse
role. Administrative/bureaucratic concerns are the focus of
four items.
Respondents tended to rate all items as important; all mean
and median scores were above the midpoint on the scale in both
the second and third rounds. Greater consensus among the participants was evident in the third round. All median scores and all
but one mean score increased from Round II to Round II I. Compared to the second round, the difference between the mean and
median scores in the final round was smaller for the majority of
items, suggesting a more compact distribution indicative of growing consensus.

5

by the WICHE group as having high value for the profession.
Item by item comparison with findings from other groups is
made more difficult by differences in study design. In the present study, panelists were asked to evaluate and answer a single
question about each item: What is the potential value of research in this area for nursing and nursing care in New York State?
Both the WICHE panel 4 and the 1976 ANA Conmission on Research 1
separated priorities in practice research from those relating to
professional issues and concerns. The most recent Research Conmission priority list, however, focuses entirely on practice concerns. 2
The failure in the current study to direct participants to focus
specifically on nursing practice problems may partially explain
the relatively few such items identified.

DISCUSSION
There are a number of similarities between the items iden-

A second major factor influencing the results is related to

tified by the NYSNA panelists and the research priorities set by

the composition of the respondent group. All of the panelists held

other groups. The item dealing with identification of valid

either appointive or elective positions in NYSNA; as such they may

measurements of quality and effectiveness of care, ranked fourth

have a level of expertise, experience, and leadership atypical of

in this study, was given the highest priority in terms of its

the total membership. Further, their willingness to serve in

potential impact on patient welfare by the WICHE panel 4 and a

various capacities suggests a c011111i'bnent to the organization's goals

similar item appears on ANA's list of priorities for studies to

and programs.· When examined in this context, the identified prior-

advance the profession. 1 Other items given high pr.iority by

ities are more easily explained. The Association's recent campaign

our panel, such as those focusing on nurse burnout, expanded roles,

to co11111unicate to the public nursing's unique role and its continued

and cost-effective staffing (ranks 5, 6,

emphasis on collective bargaining, socialization into the profession,

& 7)

were also identified

.

.

----======::.:..::.:_:______

and education of nurses for profess,ional practice are reflected

TABLE 1

in these priorities.

NYSNA Unit and Geographic

Research in many of the identified priority areas might well

Location of Survey Participants

result in substantial advances yor the entire professional group
which the panelists represent. The listing should, therefore,
provide guidance and direction for Association supported research.
The major question which remains to be, answered is the extent to

which these priorities represent those of the membership at large.

NYSNA Unit

Councils

-West

State Region
Central No. East
So. East

Totals

3

1

3

12

19

2

0

3

2

7

0

1

0

Specialty groups

2

3

1

1

0

2

4

Totals

6

3

6

18

Board of Directors

Nursing Practice

Conference groups

33

Table 2

Table 2 (cont'd)

Rank and Mean Score for
all Survey Items

Rank

Mean

1

6.33

Identify factors which impede or enchance automony
and decision-making by professional nurses.

2

6.15

73

Identify ways in which the unique role of the nurse
in health care delivery can be effectively communicated.

5.84

Examine factors that successfully socialize nurses
as professionals as measured by behaviors such as
participation in the professional organization,
continuing education.

Rank

Mean

10

5.42

Determine the impact of nurses functioning in
various highly specialized roles (e.g., hospice,
dialysis, gerontology) on patient care outcomes
and interprofessional corrmunication.

11

5.38

Identify mechanisms for providing a baccalaurate
degree in nursing to registered nurses who wish
to obtain one.

12

5.27

Identify the relationship between the basic nursing
curriculum and ability of the graduates to ident1fy and utilize a theoretical framework in tranlation of nursing theory into practice.

13

5.21

Assess the impact of primary nursing on patient
outcomes in various settings.
What should the educational content be in programs
which prepare nursing faculty to teach both theoretical and clinical aspects of the curriculum.

Item
'

Item

4

5.81

Identify valid and reliable measurements of the
quality and effectiveness of nursing care in various settings.

14

5.18

5

5.78

Identify practices that reduce the burnout syndrome
among practicing nurses.

15.5

5.15

6

5.75

Define the role of the nurse practitioner and
identify the preparation and utilization of nurse
practitioners in New York State.

15.5

5.15

1

5.66

Develop and test improved staffing methodologies
to identify number and type of nursing staff needed
to provide cost effective nursing care in various
settings.

Evaluate the effects of an internship for new
graduates of various types of programs on level
of clinical skill, state board achievement, job
satisfaction, and other indices of successful professional socialization.

17

5.12

Describe and evaluate effective mechanisms for
evaluating student clinical perfonnance.

18

5.09

Develop and test teaching strategies which will
effectively increase patient compliance.

19

4.93

Detennine methods to measure the effectiveness of
inservice programs in tenns of patient care outcomes, staff competencies and motivating staff.

20

4.66

Explore the similarities and differences between
nurses who are prepared in two-year and four-year
programs and mechanisms to enhance the education
of each.

21

4.21

Identify the skills and characteristics of various
levels of nurse administrators which most enhance
effective hierarchical relationships.

8

9

5.63

5.48

Identify factors external to nursing which influence the provision of nursing care (e.g., budget
restrictions, political considerations, administrative rules, other health care personnel), and detennine their impact on nursing staff.
Identify the impact of collective bargaining techniques on conditions of employment and standards
of professional practice and assess the implications of organizationally separating these two
functions.

Oetennine effective means of fostering research

by nursing practitioners and of implementing and

evaluating research-based changes in practice.

'~

OOJtd,
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2113 WESTERN AVENUE
GUILDERLAND, NEW YORK 12084

PHONE (618)456-9333

TO:

January 6, 1981

District Nurses Associations
Schools of Nursing
Directors of Nursing Services
Other Interested Parties

FROM: Council on Nursing Research
Nominations for Distinguished Nurse Researcher Award

RE:

The UYSNA Council on Nursing Research invites nominations for the Distinguished
Nurse Researcher Award. This award, sponsored by the Foundation of The New
York State Nurses Association, is designed to recognize excellence in nursing
research by members of NYSNA. Current members of the NYSNA Council on Nursing
Research are ineligible to be nominated or to participate in the nomination
process. The cr~teria for nominees are:
1. Completion of post-master's research for purposes
other than fulfiliing degree requirements;
2.

Conmunication of research to the nursing corrmunity
(i.e., through refereed journal publications;
presentation of research papers);

3. Evidence of sustained contributions to nursing research;
4. Significant contributions to nursing knowledge.
s::

:.·~,{}:·
.·,.~.~.£.~.~
_;·

I
. if{
:'..~

Nominations and supporting documents must be submitted prior to March 15, 1981
on fonns enclosed.* The award will be made by the Foundation of The New York
State Nurses Association.
·
*Fonns may be duplicated

nlU.dM

.Addoci.a.tion

2113 WESTERN AVENUE
GUILDERLAND. NEW YORK 12084
PHONE (5181 456-9333

CATHRYNE A. WELCH, RN. EdO
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

NOMINEE FORM

CATHRYNE A. WELCH, RN, EdD
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

TO:

Nominees

FROM:

NYSNA Council on Nursing Research

You have been nominated for the Distinguished Nurse Researcher Award, given
annually by the Foundation of The New York State Nurses Association to a NYSNA
member who:
1. Has completed post-master's research for purposes other
than fulfilling degree requirements;
2. Has corrmunicated research to the nursing corrmunity (i.e.,
through refereed journal publications; presentation of
research papers);
3. Provides evidence of sustained contributions to nursing
research;
4. Has contributed significantly to nursing knowledge.
As a nominee, we request that you submit the following supporting documentation
of your eligibility for the award:
1. A list of research activities in which you have been or are involved
currently; {see attached fonn)
2. A brief statement of what you believe to be your major contributions
to nursing knowledge and nursing research; (see attached fonn)
3. Your current curriculum vitae;
4. Reprints or copies of 3-5 articles, representative of published research.

Kf/JF/Js

Please return the attached fonn and other requested materials
to:
NYSNA Council on Nursing Research
The Veronica M. Driscoll Center for Nursing
2113 Western Avenue
Guilderland. NY 12084

Enclosures
1/6/81

KF/JF/ls
1/6/81
COIOST1TUCNT 01' THC -DICAN NUltSQ AS90CIATION

CON&TITv!PIT

or

TMC ANDICAN IIV1ISl(9

by

March 15~ 1981

THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

THE NEW YORK STATE

NURS~S ASSOCIATION

Council on Nursing Research
~istinguished Nurse Researcher Award

Council on Nursing Research

Distinguished Hurse Researcher Award

INSTRUCTIONS FOR NOMINATORS

1. Secure nominee's permission to sullnit name in nomination for award.

N(JUNATOR FORM

NOMINATION

Name or NominQe

District
------------Using the four.criteria for this award, please state why you think the ncminee

should be considered for the Award.

2. Sutxnit nomination on nominators fonn (yellow).

J. Give the nominee fonn {blue) to nom1nee for completion. (Nominee must

provide curriculum vitae, copies of publications, and a brief statement
describing contributions.)
·
_

4. Distribute reference fonns (green} to two (2) other in~ivi~uals willing
to sponsor this nomination.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR NOMINEE

2. Suhnit curriculwn vitae.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR INDIVIDUALS SUBMITTING REFERENCES
1. Su001it reference statement (green fonn).
Nominator•s Signature

---------fiominator's Name ---,...________
Title

Address

KF/JF/1s

Enclosures

1/6/81

KF/JF/1s
. 1/6/81 .

---------------------

Date

-----

I
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NOMINEE FORM .

THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

i

~~\t~tJ

REFERENCE FORM

- . .. •·

THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
Council on Nursing Research

Council on Nursing Research

Distinguished Nurse Researcher Award

Distinguished Nurse Researcher Award

NOMINEE'S PERSONAL STATEMENT

TO:

Those Individuals Preparing Reference Statements for the Distinguished
Nurse Researcher Award

FROM:

NYSNA Council on Nursing Research

1) I have been or am presently involved in the following research activities:

has been nominated for the
Foundation of The New York State Nurses Association Distinguished Nurse
·Researcher Award. The criteria for the award are:
=-----:~-.-----=-=::---=-:---,=,---.--,~-:--~---=--

2)

My major contributions to nursing knowledge and nursing research have. been:

l.

Completion of post-master's research for purposes other thar.
fulfilling degree requirements;

2.

Significant contributions to nursing knowledge;

3.

Comnunication of research to the nursing conmunity
(i.e., through refereed journal publications;
presentation of research papers};

4. Evidence of sustained contributions to nursing research.
Please c0111JJent in the space provided below and on the reverse side on the
significance of the nominee's research contributions in light of the stated
criteria. This completed fonn should have been received by March 15, 1981
by the NYSNA Council on Nursing Research, The Veronica M. Driscoll Center
for Nursing, 2113 Western Avenue, Guilderland, NY 12084. Thank you.
3,4) Attach curriculum vitae and reprints.

* * * * *

By returning these materials, I accept the nomination for Distinguished Nurse
Researcher Award and grant the Council on Nursing Research the right to review
these and all other materials pertaining to my nomination.
Signature

Name

---------------'- Date -------------

_____

----------~--,----,-_:_---,:.:__~...;.::_;_;_

Mailing-Addr~ss

--,.--'----'-~--:-~-,----,....:._

l

;_.:;..;...;_____..;._:._;.;:.__

k

KF/JF/1s

1/6/81
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TO:

I

!

Those Individuals Preparing Reference·Statement~i•for t~e-Disilraguis~ed
· .Nurse Researcher Award
·
· ·
·· · ·•
··

FROM: NYSNA Council on Nursing Research
II)

.

a.
0
a..

has been nominated f~r the:
-=Fo_u_nd-=-a-=-u-o_n_·-ot'="'"'=r=ne--,N,.,..e-w--=vo-r_,.k--=sta-=---=t-e-N=u-r_s_e_s--::A=-s-so-ci atfon Di sti ngui shed ·Nurse
Researcher Award. The criteria for the award are:
·

z

0:::

,-

,0

1. Completion of post-master's research for purposes other than·
fulfilling degree requirements;

.....u

2. Significant contrJbutions to nursing knowledge;

.....
Cl

3. Conmunication of research to the nursing c011J11Unity
(i.e.,. through refereed journal publications;
presentation of research papers);

ca
a.

4. Evidence of sustained contributions to nursing·research.
Please conment in the space provided below and on the reverse side on .the .......
significance of the nominee's research contributions· in light of the._ stated·..
criteria .. This completed fonn should have been received by March 15, 1981 ·
-. :by the HYSNA Council on Nursing Research,. The Veronica, M~ Driscoll_ Center>;
for- Nursing, 2113 Western Avenue, Gujlderland, NY. 12084 •. Than~ ·you~. ·•
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Cathryne A. Welch, Ed.D., RN
Executiwe Director

Constituent of The American
Nurses Association

April 25, 1983
TO:

NYSNA Board of Directors
District Presidents and Executive Directors

FROM:

Cathryne A. Welch, Executi•!e Director

RE:

.4PP.II, 1983 BO.d_~D .4CTIO!I

At its second meeting of the year on April 21-22, 1983 the Board of Directors:
Noted March 1983 membership enrollment of 27,864, an increase of 230
over February 1983
Received report of 4/21/83 NYSNA-State Board for Nursing Joint
Executive Committee meeting
Adopted resolution commending Mildred S. Schmidt's professional commitment
and contribution and extending the Association's best wishes for her
retirement

Ii

•••

Noted Council on Nursing Research activity, including submission of Isabel

Hampton Robb nomination for the National Women's Hall of Fame
Noted Committee on

Human

Rights activity

Noted beginning analysis of NYSNA organizational units' deliberations on

,,'•·..

Nursing Needs and Resources Assessment and analysis of data collected by

• means. of survey carried in REPORT

Noted Economic and General Welfare Program activity

Noted Council on Economic and General Welfare plans for spring 1984 CNP
leadership workshop on utilization of Association resources, and referred

to Conmittee on Finance Council request for funding of certain workshop

expenses

Noted progress of Legislative Program.and District Lobby Days

Determined certain provisions of legislation proposed by Assemblymen Siegel
primary health care services by registered

and Tallon re provision of

professional nurses are unacceptable and voted to oppose the legislation

Determined to communicate with the executive committees of the
State Board for Nursing and the Coalition of Organized Nurse
Pr~ctitioner Associations of New York State the Association's
desire to continue discussion of controversial provisions of

Siegel-Tallon proposal

:Boo.e..<1
Q.~-\-t~tJ

:,'~l\'tf~
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Determined to unite with other SNAs in coordinated national effort to enact
Entry Into Practice leg~slation
Revised and adopted Council on Nursing Education's proposed "NYSNA 1983
Statement re Nursing Education Degree Programs 11

Referred Council on Continuing Education's proposed graduated fee structure
for continuing education offering review to Committee on Finance for analysis
and report to Board at June meeting
Approved Council on Nursing Practice's proposed "Opinion on the Role of the
Nursing Practitionerre Patient Education"
Approved Committee on Finance's reco11111endation to release $2500 of
previously approved $5000 contribution to NYS-NPA for political education
activities

Noted Task Force on Economic and General Welfare activity
Received preliminary report of Committee on Bylaws, including:
recommendation - in response to the 1982 voting body motion calling
for Committee review of clinical practice and functional unit
executive committee election procedures - that units devote further
review to the procedures before consideration is given to bylaws
amendment
acknowledgement that NYSNA bylaws are generally congruent with ANA
bylars enacted in June 1982 with the federation structure
Noted Nominating Comnittee work to complete preparation of 1983 slate

Received report of 1/18/83 NYSNA Advisory Council meeting
Noted 1983 Convention tentative schedule
Approved meeting during convention of Board of Directors and NYSNA Council/
Comittee chairmen
Received reports by President and Executive Director of:

_ -:...

2/2/83 ESREC meeting noting planned observation by ESREC
repTesentatives of ANA Board of Directors meetings

2/3-4/83 AHA. Constituent Forum
• • 3/1S/83 meedng with representatives of NYS-NPA executive committee,
noting RYS-KPA representatives' request to attend the June Board
meeting

Noted plans for 4/28/83 Dialogue with ANA President Eunice Cole at the Center
for Nursing, co-sponsored by District Nurses Associations 9 and 10

...

Roted proclmaation by Govemor CuOIIIO of Hay 6-12,. 1983 as New York State

!furses Week, and noted activities planned for observance of the Week
Appointed Glenda Marshall to Board of Trustees of NYSNA Welfare Plan for
Res, Yon City &lployed Registered Nurses to replace Clara Zeller whose term
expired

CAR :a,/4-25-83
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CATHRYNE A. WELCH, RN, EdD

April 25. 1980

EXECU11V£ DIRECTOR

TO:

The Board of Jirectors of The American Nurses• Association

FROM: The ~ard of Directors of The New York State Nurses Association
RE:

"The Study of Credentialing in Nursing: A New Approach"

--------------------------------------GENERAL POSITION
It is the considered opinion of the Board of Directors of The New York State

Nurses Association that American Nurses' Association approval, acceptance

or implementation of ''The Study of Credentialing in Nursing: A New Approach"
would:

l)

constitute complete abdication by the American Nurses' Association of its legitimate and primary rights and responsibilities
as the original, current and only national professional society
of nursing in the United States;

2)

deal a fatal blow to nursing's historic struggle to secure recognition as a legitimate, distinct and independent health profession.

COrt!ITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS OF PARTICULAR CONCERN
The NYSNA Board of Directors finds numerous Comittee conclusions and reconmendations to fall within the realm of 11 conventional wisdom" or relatively universal
acceptance. For example, the basic premise that "credentialing exists primarily
to benefit and protect the public" is unarguable. Further, the fourteen principles
derived from this premise are essentially benign and appropriate. However. in an
effort to apply these and other positions to nursing, the Co111T1ittee proposes
certain dangerous and wholly unacceptable recormnendations~:

1tComnittee reco11111endations/statements excerpted from Chapter VIII~ Conclusions
and RecOll'lllendations, Vol. 1, The Report of the C011111ittee, are herein set off
in quotation nerlcs.
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A. Recol'llllendations on Positions on Credentialin5! Issues

11

Definitione of NuPsing

-.~:]

"1.

..

',,

. >I
.<j

:1.,

3.

Nursing Practice should be defined by the professional society. (This
is a generic term referring to what is currently the ANA.)"
Comnent: We concur completely with this recommendation provided the
the professional society is ANA. He were appalled by the Colllllittee's
obvious lack of recognition of ANA as the professional society.

"2. A consul~ative D~ce~s from with~n.and outside the profession should
be us~d rn establ1shrng such def1n1tions. 11 ·

The professional society, with broad consultation, should continue
periodically to assess society's needs for nursing to redefine
practice and educational preparation accordingly.N
Co!Tlllent: We concur that ANA with broad consultation •should continue
per1odically to assesssociety's needs for nursingn and that ANA
with consultation from within the profession should "redefine
practice and educational preparation accordingly."

Contriol of Cz>edentialing

Co11111ent: Consultation by ANA within the profession is clearly
necessary and appropriate. However, we vehemently reject any
~onsultative process from without the profession. In our
Judgment, a definition of nursinq practice can be established
only_by nurses. The credentialinq "dillenma currently facing
nurs~ng and t~e absenc: of a conmonly accepted definition of
n~rs!ng pract1ce ~re d1rect results of ina'!Propriate 11 consultat10~ by non-nurs1ng gro~ps attempting to influence, restrain,
dom1nate or control nursing and nurses.

"2.

It is an appropriate role for the profession, with broad consultation,
to credential and/or set standards for the credentialing of ... 11

Co11111ent: The Co111nittee has already acknowledged it is appropriate for
the professional society to defin~ nursing ~ra7tice and educatio~
for entry into practice. In our Judgment, 1t 1s equally appropr1ate
and necessary for ANA, the professional society, with consultation
from within the profession,"to credential and/or set standards for
the credentialing of .•. "
·

11

En.try Into Praatice
•1.

Edu~ation !or_entry into practice should be defined bv the professional
soc1ety."
.
J
A~ain, we concur completely provided the professional
soc1ety J!. ANA.

B. Recmrmendations on Credentialing Definitions and Their Applications
in Nursing

Co11111en~:

LicensUN

"2. Therefore, t~e positions ta~e~ by the ANA in 1965 and 1978 should be

used as a gu1de for the defrn1tions.

"1.

11

Conment: Th: use o! the ~ord "guide 11 is ambiguous, particularly in
light of the ProJect D1rector's analysis re "Toward a New System
of Credentialing in Nursing":
"••• to.implement this plan (the ANA official position on
entry 1nto practice) without modification and clarification

1

would place nursing education forty years (or more) behind •••• "

1Paierican Nurses' Association. The Studl of Credentialing in Nursing:
A New Apj!roach, Vol. II. Kansas City: ANA. · G-138 2M 10/79, p. 440.

Professional nurses .•• should be
occupation."

the

only licensed nemers of

the

Comment: This reco11111endation is coq,letely contradictory to the
Conmitte~•s expressed basic premise that •cREDENTIALIN6 EXISTS
PRIMARILY TO BENEFIT AND PROTECT THE PUBLIC.M Further, it is
contrary to the Connittee's principles 1. 2, J, 4, 7, 8, 9 and
11. Its impact would be to reduce the p~sent level of and

mechanism for insuring public accountability within a licensed
nursing career. In this instance, the Ccnnittee appears to have
ignored wise advice " ••• to take the long view and look back to
the past as well as the present.• History records that it was
the public which desired and created two licensed careers in
nursing.

ANA Board of Directors
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•4. A mechanism to record licenses should exist within a national nongovernmental agency as well as in each state regulatory body.
11

Conment: No justification for this recolTl!lendation is offered, nor is

any consideration offered of the potential abuse of personal/

governmental records under such a system.

Aoqpeditation

"All nursing education programs and all organized nursing services wherever

rendered should seek accreditation •••• "

Co11111ent: In our view all nursing education programs and alt organized nursing
services wherever rendered should seek accreditation by ANA, the professional society. ANA should establish the definition and standards of
accreditation and create an independent arm to carry out the accrediting
process. -

Registration

"Assisting personnel
should be registered by a national, non-governmental
agency, using publicly announced criteria and evaluation procedures."

Interestingly, the Conmittee note~ earlier in its report "... accreditation
of nursing services has not been as successful. possibly because its
development is recent and possibly because the nursing profession has not

Conment: As noted previously, in the interests of the public, we strongly

been sufficiently involved in the process as it relates to nursing

support r,sintenance of two licensed careers in nursing. We oppose the
diminution of accountability mechanisms implicit in this reco11111endation
for the public as well as the profession. Finally, we question whether
proliferation of types of credentials is contemplated by the Co11111ittee.

-<\j
. cj

. •.·. i
.. J

'I

-"!
.

,-t'

services in hospitals and nursing homes." It should be noted that the
"broad consultative process" which the Conmittee urges upon the professional society has, to date, masterfully blocked ANA's legitimate
involvement in the accreditation of nursing services. Because the

Joint Conmission on Accreditation of Hospitals has persistently
refused to admit ANA to the much touted "broadly consultative," njointpartnership,11 "team" accrediting effort, the public has suffered.

Cemfication
11

This credential denotes maintenance of minimal competency .•.• 11

Conment: We concur with the Colllllittee's proposed definition of certification, but reject the proposed application. Certification should denote
mastery and expertise beyond minimum competence in specialty practice.

. . _·,;",;.;.

Educational

Degr>ees

"1. Within the context of the stated principles of credentialing, it is
inappropriate for the Credentialing Study Co1J111ittee to define academic
degrees as a primary credentialing rrechanism. 11

Comnent: Despite its appropriateness> this reservation is puzzling
given the COll'lllittee's explicit enthusiasm for dismantling the
current system of licensure in nursing.
"2. Nonetheless. the position taken 1s that the professfon should establish
the minimal educational degree requirement for licen;.1tre at entry level."
Cormient: It 1s our view that ANA, the professional society, with
consultation from within the profession is the only appropriate
body to carry out this responsibility. Further, we question the
relationship of this recort111endation to the Co11111ittee 1 s own earlierstated recomnendation that "Education for entry into practice should
be defined by the professional society. 11

C. Reco11111endation for a Nursing Credentialing Center
11

The Colllllittee recoftnds that a national nursing credentialing center

be established as the mear.s of achieving a unified, coordinated,
comprehensive credentialing system for nursing. The purpose of the
center would be to study, develop, coordinate, provide services for,
and conduct credentialing in nursing." (N.B. The Conmittee specifies
that the credentialing center would be "free-standing," comprised of
a "federation of organizations with legitimate interests in nursing
such as "general nursing organizations, specialty nursing organizations, federal government nursing services, state credentialing
agencies, nursing student organizations, related health organizations,
and consumer groups.
0

11 }

ColTfllent: We strongly oppose this recoomendation. Frankly, in our view.
placement of such basic and fundamental authority in a bureaucratic~
free-standing operation would be tantamount to organizational suicide
for ANA. The notion that ANA, the professional society, would retain
its legitimate standard-setting authority through this shared
governance 11 mechanism seems, at best, naive. Clearly, under such a
system standard-setting within and for the profession of nursing would
beco'!I! the object of highly cornpe~it!ve power broking by sundry groups.
Iron1ca1ly, the very "struggles w1th1n the profession" cited by the
Conmittee are the direct resu1t of efforts by "organizations with
legitimate interests in nursing" to intervene inappropriately in the
affairs of the nursing profession.
0
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Early in this century, Sophia Palmer, a visionary nursing leader, urged
nursing to exercise the courage to carry out vital and legitimate
functions:

FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES OF PARTICULAR CONCERN

I have never been able to see that we have gained one

single thing by all the concessions we have made to
our opponents. When we brought up a bill before we
stood for certain things. We would not come in on the
Board of Nurse Examiners and we were torn to pieces,
and that simply because we would not yield. We carried
it. We said we would not yield, but would withdraw it.
I believe if we would draw a bill and not consult anybody
about it, the way other professions do, and stand for
that, and let other people2make all the fuss they want to,
we would carry it through.

The impetus for this study was a resolution adopted by the 1974 ANA House of
Delegates:

RESOLVED. that this House of Delegates direct the ANA Board of
Directors to mve with all deliberate speed to establish
a system of accreditation of continuing education
programs and move just as expeditiously to examine the
feasibility of accreditation of basic and graduate
education programs; and be it further
RESOLVED, that this House of Delegates recoanend that the ANA
Board of Directors seek the cooperation and assistance
of SNAs as is appropriate and necessary in this
critical effort.

In our view, Palmer's advice remains sound, timely and proper.

D. Rec011111endation on the Structure of the Professional Society
"••. the Conrnittee reconmends that the professional society in nursing
(currently called the American Nurses' Association} make provision for
categories of membership for credentialed nursing personnel and students
of nursing.
11

Conlllent: In our view. the appropriate structure of the professional
society is w~olly outside the purview of the Conmittee - to say
·nothing of the more than fifty non-ANA organizations, agencies and
sub-units which functioned as Cooperating Groups. Fonnulation and
promulgation of this reco1T111endation constitutes an outrageous and
unwarranted intrusion in the internal affairs of the membership of
ANA.

•

The NYSNA Board of Directors believes the intent of this resolution has been
completely c001>romised. Obviously. when considering House of Delegates action
the ANA Board of Directors or relevant ANA structural units may find it
necessary to qualify!II clarify, enlarge or otherwise mdify the original intent
of such action. However. since evaluation of the 1974 resolution suggested
11 the scope of the proposed feasibility study be enlarged to fnclude an assessment of credentialing mechanisms for organized nursing services, certification
and licensure. as well as accreditation of basic!II graduate and continuing
education" these questions 1111st be raised:
1.

Whose position on credentialing did the ANA Board of Directors
believe was sought by the ANA House of Delegates - that of AHA.
the professional society, or that of •seventy agencies and
organizations com;>rising the cooperating groups"?

2. Why did ANA freely abdicate control of the enlarged study to an
outside group and "set aside a significant amount of its resources
to create and support an independent study. relinquishing all
rights to early access and approval of the findingsw?

3. Why were the considerable talents and cmipetence of ANA's own
structural units not used to carry out the study?
4.

Why maintain such structural units ff they are not to be
permitted to carry out Bylaws functions which clearly embrace

basic aspects of the enlarged study?

2New York State Nurses Association. Proceedings of the Seventeenth
Annual Meeting (Rochester. NY. 1918). p. 217.
. · ·

S.

Why has the AM Board of Directors. without consultation from the
House of Delegates. already set in 11>tion the process of iaplaentation of reci>llll!ndations of the study?
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6. What are the implications of this action by the Board for any ANA
Task Force. Structural Unit or House of Delegates that takes a
position contrary to one enunciated in the study?

Review of the genesis, reconmendations and implementation of this study leads
ANA appears willing, indeed
alroost anxious, to voluntarily relinquish its primary and legitimate rights
and responsibilities as the professional society of nursing. If this is the
case, we must ask: for what purposes does ANA continue to exist? If this
is not the case, we urge the ANA Board of Directors to i11111ediately assume the
leadership necessary to dispel this tragic perception. We urge the ANA Board ,
to unequivocally reject an organizational posture or mentality of inferiority
or fear that ANA cannot or should not develop its own positions on the vital
issues of standard-setting credentialing. We urge the AtlA Board to
unequivocally reject absurd admonitions for 11 shared governance" among diverse
groups in the conduct of the collective affairs of the profession.
to a frightening, nearly incredible conclusion:

-l1

ALTERNATIVES TO COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS
The New York State Nurses Association recolllllends that:

1. The ANA Board of Directors and the ANA House of Delegates not
appro\'e "The Study of Credentialing in Nursfog:

A New Approach."

2. ANA discontinue its sponsorship of the Credentialing Project.
3. No further ANA resources be allocated to the Credentialing Project.
4. The ANA Board of Directors establish an internal Task Force to

fonnulate proposals for ANA's necessary and legitimate involvement
in credentialing.

5.

This Task Force present its reco11111endations to the 1982 ANA
voting body.

Thank you for consideration of our views.
BOD:CAW:wnt>

cc: NYSNA District Presidents and Executive Directors
Presidents and Executive Directors, State Nurses Associations
NYSNA Delegates to 1980 ANA Convention
NYSNA Council on Certification
NYSNA Council on Continuing Education
NYSNA Council on Nursing Education
NYSNA Council on Nursing Practice
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January 27~ 1983

TO:

NYSHA Board of Directors
Distrtct Presidents and Executive Directors

FROM:

Cathryne A. Welch, Executive Director

BE:

,lANU.ABI 1988 BOARD AC'rION

At its first meeting of the year on January 7, 1983 the Board of Directors:

Noted membership enrollment of 27.658, as of December 1982
Adopted 1983 Convention registration rates of:

Registrant Type

Advance

ReguZaP

NYSNA member
NYSNA member (eligible
for reduced fee*)
Non member

$ 70.00

$

Basic nursing student**

Basic nursing student

45.00
105.00

15.00

One

pay

90.00

$35.00

50.00
125.00

35.00
60.00

20.00

(groups of 10 or more)

10.00
5.00

*An NYSNA membe'Z" rJiZZ be eligible fozo the riedu.aed rate if he/she:
(1) has graduated feom basic nursing achoo'/. bJithin past weZve months;
O'Z" (2) ia 62 ozo oldezt and is unemp1,oyed or not eaming mope than
al.lot.>ed imdeP Soeia.Z Seaurity; oz, (3) i8 a ful,Z-time student; o-r
( 4) ia unemp Loyed.

HBasic 11Ul'Bing student means a student enroZ.Z.ed in a professional

1ZUl'8ing program i,,ho has

not yet zieceived a Zicense to proctice •

••• lloted Convention PROGRAM advertising exceeded projection
Approved <buncil on Nursing Besearch recommendation to nominate Isabel Hampton
Robb to the National Women's Hall of Fa.ae

... Boted F.conomic and General Welfare Program activities

••• Jeviewed technical amendments of 1983 Legislative Program Bills and

components of 1983 Legislative Program

••• leviewed reports of meetings with representatives of the State
Board for Nursing., the Coalition of Organized Nurse Practitioner
Associations of New York State and NYSNA

·3-2ltevieved lftlraing !ducad.on Program activities, noting Utica College basic
generic nura:lzag pmgraa to admit students spring semester, 1983
Noted. Coua.cil on Nursing Education plan to co-sponsor with Nursing
Students Association of New York State second annual program on

March 19, 1983

••• Bevieved Nursing Practice and Services Program activity noting Council on
Nursing Practice is preparing preliminary draft of Position Statements.on
(1) Patient Education; and (2) Air Ambulance Operations

Bevieved acd.vities of Executive Comittees of Functional Units of Directors,
Associates and Assistants, Nursing Practice and Services, and Deans, Directors
and Faculty, Nursing Education Programs

Rights -

Rights to wte for, to be elected and serve as an SBA delegate to the 1984

and 1985 Houses of Del.egates shall be restricted. to chose aeabera of a

consdtuent SHA that hold a valid ABA/SJlA Mllherahip card.

status report on Guidelines for SHA Bylns, noting these include work
... ofReceived
Ad Hoc Collaittee to Develop Guidelines for SHA Bylaws and AHA ~ t t e e on

Bylaws

Received report on sites being considered for possible relocation of AliA
Headquarters: Kansas City, Indianapolis and Washington. D.C.
Noted NYSNA President and Executive Director to attend AHA r.onsti.tuent Forum.

February 3-4, 1983

Roted conclusion of membership campaign on 12/31/82
••o

Noted five clinical practice units sponsoring first Spring Conference,
"Conflicts in Health Care" on April 9-10, 1983 in New York City

Beceived President's report of December 10, 1982 meeting of Executive
Committees of State Board for Nursing and NYSNA
Noted January 6, 1983 cotllllUllication to Q:»mmissioner of Department of Health
concerning provision of primary health care services
Received report from·Task Force on Economic and General Welfare, noting
pl~ to gather data by surveying chairmen, Councils of Nursing Practitioners
Appointed Director at Large Juanita Hunter as Vice President to fill

unexpired term created by resignation of Lenora Mc.Clean

Appointed Veronica O'Day as Director at Large to fill vacancy created by
Juanita Hunter's appointment
Noted appointment of NYS~ members to ANA positions:

on Ruman Rights
M. Elaine Wittmann - Chairman, Committee on Bylaws
Karen A. Ballard - Member. Cabinet on Nursing Practice
Elaine E. B_eletz - Member, Committee on Honorary Awards~ Member, Planning
Committee for Nursing Organization Liaison Forum; Member,
N-CAP Board of Trustees

.Juanita Bunter - C2lairman, Cabinet

Beviewed policy defining SNA/ANA member and rights re 1984 and 1985 ANA House
of Delegates,. noting:

Definition l)

2)

"During the transition period, 1982 to 1984, the SNA/ANA member is
the nurse whose membership application has been accepted by the
SKA (state nurses association) and ANA, is entered on the roster at
AHA, is issued a membership card that identi.fies the individual as·
an SBA/AHA amber of a cDllBtituent SNA, and whose .abership has
not: expired."
"Beguming .July 1, 1984, all registered nurse members of a coustituent
aea1>er SHA shall pay a per capita asseasaent to AHA on all SHA/ ANA
anbera as determilled by the AllA Bouse of Delegates."
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